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SCHOOL AIM
“To provide a Christian environment in which young people are safe,
secure, cared for and happy, and are able to develop into articulate,
confident and well-qualified citizens of the world.”

Anderson
Some of our readers will be aware that one of our Year 9 students,
Anderson, had an accident whilst on holiday last year, which has very
sadly resulted in him becoming paralysed and has caused significant
brain damage. We have been working with the family and hospital over
the last few months to help and support Anderson in his recovery. Last
Thursday, a special visit was arranged for Anderson to come into school
to see some of his friends and teachers at Trinity. Our love, thoughts and
prayers are with Anderson and his family throughout his recovery.

Inclusion Presentation

From teacher of R.E and Law, Mrs Emery: “On Friday, 18th January, Rosa
Colyer, Emmanuel Oyebadejo, Jan Wos and Carmen Fyfe Paulo from Year
10, each made a speech at the University of Manchester on the topic of
inclusion - what it means to them and what they expect of their school and
teachers regarding inclusion. Their speeches were both informative and
persuasive and resulted in a huge round of applause from the audience at
the end. The four students were a true credit to the school and definitely
had an impact on the PGCE, NQT and teach-first students in the audience.”
Food Technology Practicals
In recent weeks, our GCSE food technology students have sat the practical
element of their examination. The students have been busy cooking (and
sampling!) their way to success by creating some delicious dishes.

Eco School Initiative
From Head of House, Ms Coxon:
“Last week saw the launch of the Eco-School award. Assemblies were
delivered to all year groups explaining that we are going to be working
together to make Trinity more environmentally friendly. Students were asked
to reflect how their actions affect the school environment. ‘Eco-School’ is a
charitable organisation that encourages students to be accountable for the
environmental impact their school has. It is an exciting opportunity to be part
of a national initiative to help improve our planet! Keep an eye out for more
news on the campaigns that Trinity will be part of throughout the next couple
of terms.”

Chinese New Year
On Tuesday 5th February, it’s Chinese New Year, and to celebrate we are
including the following theme dishes to be served in the Greer Dining Room:
sweet chilli chicken, stir fry vegetables in a Szechuan sauce, spring rolls,
fried rice and noodles.
Whitworth Art Gallery
From teacher of English Ms Ribbons: “Last Wednesday, a group of Year 9
students went on a trip to the Whitworth Art Gallery, as part of a project
designed to develop their creative writing using art. The day was specifically
designed to help them develop engaging and imaginative characters. In the
morning, they looked at the ‘Outsider Art’ collection in groups and shared
their interpretations with the rest of the class, before analysing a large piece
of artwork in the gallery as a class. In the afternoon, they tried to draw
characters and faces out of shapes – but without taking their pens off the
page! When they were done, they had to consider the type of character they
had created and annotate their images with adjectives to describe their
character and appearance. The project will continue in lessons and at the
Whitworth for the rest of the term, focusing on areas such as ‘setting’ and
‘emotions’. The characters they created last week will be then written into
their own pieces of story writing.” Photos can be seen on the back page.

And finally…
...Some of our Sixth Formers have
been busy organising a disco for
our Year 7 students next month.
The disco will take place from
4.00pm - 6.00pm on Tuesday 12th
February. Tickets are priced at just
£1 and can be purchased from
Student Services.
Mr Julian Nicholls
Head

